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ABSTRACT
Characterizing the topology of large scale P2P network is
crucial in understanding the performance of the network and
its impact on ISP traffic. However, due to the inherent lack
of structure in large P2P networks, it is highly challenging
in obtaining the pattern of relations between groups of P2P
nodes, especially the clustering of hosts. The densely con-
nected graph only gives the neighboring relationship of in-
dividual nodes, but hides the clustering information. In this
paper, we propose a cluster mining and visualization tech-
nique based on spectral method and applied it to trace data
from the popular PPLive online TV network. The method is
effective in separating the peers into multiple strongly con-
nected clusters. When comparing the clusters with the pub-
lic available IP address allocation database, we found that
these clusters map onto the different ISPs, hence localizing
the P2P network traffic.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2 [Computer-
Communication Networks]

General Terms: Algorithm, Visualization, Measurement
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1. MOTIVATION
Large scale P2P networks have become increasingly com-

mon in the Internet, and the P2P applications now accounts
for majority of the Internet traffic today. In particular, many
P2P based live streaming systems have been deployed in the
Internet, with PPLive being one of more popular system.
While large scale deployments point to the apparent success
in scalability for these systems, one major concern remains.
Due to the unstructured nature of P2P streaming networks,
they could generate excessive network traffic, especially the
unwanted inter-ISP traffic that increases ISPs’ operational
costs and deteriorates the performance of other applications.
To address the concern, several peer selection [1,7] methods
have been proposed. These methods shape the P2P network
topology by connecting peers within the same ISP, hence lo-
calizing the network traffic.

There have been a number of studies [4–6] on capturing
the connectivity graph and analyzing the topology charac-
teristics (e.g. average node degrees, overall clustering coeffi-
cient) of large P2P networks. However, in general, global pa-
rameters of a network often do not give an accurate picture
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for the network, especially when the network forms strongly
connected clusters. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no currently available literature studying peer clustering in
large and densely connected P2P networks.

In this paper, we propose a cluster mining and visualiza-
tion method based on the spectral method. Spectral method
is an effective tool to analyze graph connectivity, including
clustering. A similar method was used to analyze AS topol-
ogy graph [3], and could generate clusters of ASes with natu-
ral semantic proximity. By using adjacency matrix normal-
ization and considering angular order of two eigenvectors,
we are able to better capture clusters with high connectiv-
ity within graphs.

We applied the method to PPLive’s overlay network. Re-
sults show that its overlay has two apparent clusters that
correspond to the underlying ISPs. This indicates that data-
driven P2P streaming applications such as PPLive may gen-
erate much less cross-ISP traffic than previously expected.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Peer sorting using spectral method
We represent a P2P overlay using an symmetric undi-

rected graph G(V, E). And the adjacency matrix of the
graph is A = {aij}, in which aij = 1, if i and j have a
connection, and 0 otherwise. Here i, j are indexes of peers
that represent certain peer order. We could scatterplot the
adjacency matrix A as Figure 1(a), with a dot at (i, j) cor-
responding to a link between i and j. In general, without
proper sorting of peers, patterns such as local clustering are
hidden in such plot. If more strongly connected peers are
put close to each other in the scatterplot axis, the density
of connections will reveal itself on the plot. Based on the
standard graph spectral analysis, we propose the following
method to order peers.

Define the normalized adjacency matrix A = D− 1
2 AD− 1

2 ,
where D is the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees. Suppose
#»v2 = {vi2} and #»v3 = {vi3} are the eigenvectors associated
the 2nd and the 3rd largest eigenvalues. Peers are arranged
in the angular order αi of these two eigenvectors, and

αi =

(

arctan(vi3/vi2) vi2 > 0

arctan(vi3/vi2) + π otherwise
. (1)

This circular order is converted to a linear order at the
largest gap between αi. Two eigenvectors are used to sort
the node’s order, because it gives a more comprehensive
measure on the clustering. Similar method was used in [2]
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Figure 1: (a) Scatter plot of PPLive network using
our proposed angular order and (b) the ISP location
labeled version.

to scatterplot correlation matrix.

2.2 PPLive overlay dataset
Taking advantage of the PPLive’s peer exchange protocol,

we designed a peer crawler to scan all peers obtained from
trackers and neighbor list exchange in one popular PPLive
channel. The neighbor lists from all the peers are then
recorded. Each scan is a snapshot of the channel’s over-
lay. We ran the measurement from March 10, 2009 to April
25, 2009, and took 5400 snapshots of the overlay. We used
our method proposed in section 2.1 to analyze these snap-
shots. Many snapshots have more than 700 peers, and the
average degree for each peer is around 50, hence the network
is a large and densely connected network.

3. CLUSTERS IN PPLIVE OVERLAY NET-
WORK

Figure 1(a) shows the scatterplot of one such snapshot.
Clearly, after re-ordering the vortices of the graph, two strongly
connected clusters revealed themselves in the overlay.

To find out why the peers are clustered together, we used
peers’ IP information and tried to map them onto different
ISPs. Most of the peers (> 80%) are from the two major
ISPs in China, China Netcom and China Telecom. We use
circles and plus signs to represent connections within Net-
com and Telecom respectively in Figure 1(b). The clusters
seen from scatterplot does resemble the actual ISP division.
Such resemblance appears in all the snapshots with cluster-
ing effect. Based on these observations, we conclude that
there are very stable clustering of peers based on their ISP
locations in PPLive’s overlay.

To better understand the traffic implications of such peer
clustering, we compare the actual fraction of inter-ISP peer
connections from measurement with the calculated value as-
suming random graph in Figure 3,. In the measured graph,
the fraction tends to decrease with the increase of peer num-
bers, reaching about 20% when the total number of peers
are large enough. This is compared to the constant 50% for
random graph. Considering that inter-ISP connections are
usually faster, even more data will be downloaded locally.

4. DISCUSSION
Typically, the graph spectral method uses the weight as-

sociated with a single eigenvector to sort the vortices in the
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Figure 2: Fractions of inter-ISP connections for
PPLive’s overlay and random graph v.s. total num-
ber of peers

graph [3]. In this poster paper, we aimed at using more
information from the adjacency matrix, and employed two
eigenvectors ( #»v2 and #»v3). Our experiment shows that for the
large and densely connected graph, the combination of mul-
tiple eigenvectors is more effective in revealing the strongly
clusters in the network. The normalization of the adjacency
matrix is also important, in that it reduces the impact of
higher degree nodes. In the PPLive overlay network, the
higher degree node maybe the streaming source.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this poster paper, we proposed a spectral method to

mine and visualize the strongly connected clusters in a densely
connected P2P network.graph. We analyzed the popular
PPLive video streaming overlay, and found out peers were
clustered based on their ISP locations. Because of the pres-
ence of such intra-ISP clusters, PPLive’s overlay may gen-
erates less inter-ISP traffic than previous thought.

In the future, we will continue to improve our method
based on the graph spectral analysis technique and its ap-
plication on the real P2P application traces. We are now
examining other streaming applications besides PPLive. We
also plan to look more closely at how various peer selection
methods affect the peer clustering and network performance.
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